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Rinzai Roku Discourse Four 
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7th Day General Sesshin 

 The Master took the high seat in the Hall.  A monk asked, “What about the cardinal 

principal of the Buddha dharma?”  The Master raised his whisk.  The monk Shouted.  The Master 

struck him.  Another monk asked, “What about the cardinal principal of the Buddha dharma?”  

Again the Master raised his whisk. The monk shouted.  The Master also shouted. The monk 

faltered.  The Master struck him. 

 

As I was telling you yesterday, it seems as if whatever question Rinzai was asked he always 

answered in the same way by shouting, Kaatz!  And because I was asked to explain the meaning 

of those shouts of Kaatz! that Rinzai always gives, yesterday I spent some time explaining the 

shout of Rinzai’s.  How about you, when you’re asked something by somebody, how do you 

answer them?  What if someone just calls out your name?  Then you simply say Hai!  That’s all 

you need to say in answer.  And Gutei osho, we are told whatever he was asked, only answered by 

raising up one finger.  Yesterday, however, I spoke about how there are four different types of 

shouts, when it comes to the shout of Rinzai.  There are four different meanings to Rinzai’s Shout.   

I told you that at least as one way of interpreting it, you have to see that although Rinzai only 

answered in one way, when you analyze that one way, you see that there are four parts to it.   

According to Buddhism, this great cosmos that we live in and all we existent beings who 

live in it, appear having the Dharma activity as our content. We can speak of a Dharma world, the 

Dharma world, itself, which is formed by the Dharma activity, but all of us as well, are formed by 

that same Dharma activity.  We do our appearing and disappearing, our being born and dying, as 

the Dharma activity. In this same way, we can say that there is just one Dharma activity.  And yet, 

when we analyze that one Dharma activity we can see that it is made of four activities.  This great 

cosmos, itself, is made of these four activities and all of us are also made of thee four activities.  
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To make it quite simple, the teaching of Tathagata Zen says that if you can see clearly into the 

Dharma activity, then you have also seen clearly into the very nature of yourself.   

According to the teaching of Buddhism, every single self who appears already has the place 

that they live in.  There has never been even one thing that has been manifest that has appeared 

without already having their home, their place of residence.  Very strictly we say, that there simply 

are no "I am’s", there isn’t even one "I am" self who is apart from his home.  Therefore, when 

Buddhism gives its conclusion about the nature of ourselves, Buddhism says that the activity that 

forms us and the activity that forms our place of residence, is the same activity.  I have been 

repeating this same explanation over and over again, and over and over and over again, up until 

now.   

Within the tradition of Tathagata Zen, we say that when the Buddha first taught his disciples 

he called the activity that forms all of our home and us, the activity of The Tathagata.  And later 

as he continued to teach, he called that same activity the Dharma activity.  Buddhism further 

questions all of us and asks, “How is it, why is it, that we all have been manifest from that Dharma 

activity?”  From this you should be able to see that Zen practice means the practice of manifesting 

the wisdom that knows the very nature of the self, that can solve the problem of the self.  So that’s 

where it gets really difficult.   

The teaching of Buddhism says that if you very carefully investigate the nature of the 

Dharma activity, you will find that it is essentially composed of two opposing activities named 

tatha-gata, thus going and tatha-agata, thus coming.  It is the fundamental standpoint of Buddhism 

to recognize these two opposing functions of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  Educated people, 

intellectuals, hearing that will think, “Well, doesn’t that make Buddhism a teaching founded on 

dualism?” I suppose that’s right.  We do always in reality repeat the two fundamental conditions 

of appearing and disappearing.  So I guess Buddhism is dualistic.  We have to recognize these two.  

However, those two opposing functions don’t fixate themselves.  Without a doubt, they will come 

to unify with each other.  Ah ha!  So that must mean that Buddhism is monistic, based on monism.   

I’m not sure how the intellectuals understand monism, but according to Buddhism at any 

rate, that unification of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, that state of complete unity, is also not fixated.  
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Unfailingly, that state of oneness will again burst open, and then three worlds will be manifest.   

Following in this way of thinking you might say then, Buddhism is neither monistic nor dualistic.  

It must be, I’m not sure how to say this in English, based on three-ism. Buddhism says that those 

three are of course, the worlds of past, present and future.  After all, when we observe these three 

worlds carefully, we will also find that they are not fixated.  Unfailingly, they will return to the 

original two worlds.   Again, that dualistic point of view is not fixated and again the state of 

unification will be manifest from it. Therefore, if you want to use these terms then you could say, 

on the one hand, Buddhism is monistic, dualistic and based  on three-ism.  And on the other hand, 

you could say that Buddhism is neither monistic, dualistic nor is it based on three-ism.   

 

However, Buddhism concludes that when you carefully observe the condition that is the 

origin of everything you will see that it is an activity comprised of plus and minus, tata-gata and 

tata-agata working together.  That is the activity that forms everything.  The two fundamental 

opposing activities maybe called tata-gata and tata-agata, thus going and thus coming, plus and 

minus, or expanding and contracting.  And as I’ve been telling you over and over again, that when 

those activities give rise to their original natures, then the result, inevitably, will be them separating 

from each other.   

 

First of all, Buddhism talks about the unification of plus and minus and describes that state 

of unification as the One and Only state, the state of utter Oneness, the state that has no need to do 

the activity of comparing.  If you hear that description of the condition of unification and you are 

just beginning your investigation of Buddhism, well, some people might be interested in that.  But, 

a lot of people won’t be.  So, Tathagata Zen goes further and says that is the manifestation of True 

Love.   As I’ve been telling you, it is possible to teach that, it is useful and possible to teach, that 

the manifestation of the unification of the two opposites, we can personify it and call it 

manifestation of True love.   

 

Don’t forget, however, that in the beginning, in reality, tata-gata and tata-agata are simply 
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unifying and becoming distinct, unifying and facing, over and over again, will-lessly.  Although 

we call it True Love, this activity has no will.  Why is it that from this totally will-less activity of 

the Dharma, we human beings that have will are manifest?  Buddhism is a teaching that questions 

you and demands that you give rise to this real question for yourself.  

 

 We human beings have done all sorts of developing and making progress and along this 

road of progress we have opened up the world that is called the scientific world.  Although we 

human beings have had such a long history and have developed so many things, I think it is fair to 

say that the usual way of thinking is to never question where that highly developed function of 

consciousness came from.  Without questioning how consciousness, itself, comes into being, 

people uncritically, unquestioningly go around using that consciousness and saying, "I am".  

However, Buddhism says that is a mistaken way of being.   

 

Buddhism emphasizes the importance of investigating exactly what activity tata-gata and 

tata-agata, plus and minus do in order to give birth to a self, in order to give birth to the function 

of consciousness.  And further, what do those fundamentally opposing activities do in order to 

develop that function of consciousness? When you are talking about the cardinal principal of the 

Buddha Dharma, or the great meaning of the Buddha Dharma, or the essence of Buddha Dharma, 

one part of that essence is to manifest the wisdom that clearly knows how the will-less Dharma 

activity, that does not have the function of consciousness, births the function of consciousness. 

 

As long as you are uncritically, unconditionally accepting the existence of the "I am" self, 

then no matter what intellectual, clever, brilliant thing you say, no matter what logic you present, 

Buddhism throws it out immediately, Buddhism negates it out from the start.  What do you think?  

What activity exactly do tata-gata and tata-agata do in order to birth and "I am" self and in order 

to develop the function of consciousness.   

 

It is possible to understand the activity of seeing clearly into the very nature of the essence 
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of things as study, as academic study.  But according to Tathagata Zen, you can’t really see into 

the nature of things, you can’t really see into the nature of the "I am" self or anything, without 

putting your study into practice.   

 

I think sometimes it is very difficult for the translator to translate my words and sometimes, 

I think, that he struggles so much, that he doesn’t quite get it right. 

 

When you are investigating the nature of this world and yourself, you are doing the 

investigating from the point of view of the "I am" self.  It is only the "I am" self that can investigate.  

Therefore, if you are doing your investigating or studying unconditionally fixating and affirming 

that "I am" self, the you will never get to the conclusion that truly grasps how the self appears and 

disappears. Therefore, according to Tathagata Zen, if the goal of your study is to truly understand 

how the self is manifest and how consciousness develops, then in the end, you must actually 

practice the activities of plus and minus, you must actually practice the activities of tata-gata and 

tata-agata, or you will never be able to truly grasp that conclusion, truly come to the understanding 

that understands this principal.   

 

The difference, according to Tathagata Zen, between so-called ordinary study and the study 

that we call dharshana is that in ordinary study, the self that is doing the study is uncritically 

accepted.  But in dharshana we make the object of study, the nature of the self, itself and say that 

we have to practice the more fundamental activities of plus and minus in order to truly experience 

the nature of the self.  What I’m trying to say is that if your goal is to see to the very bottom of the 

nature of the self, to ultimately grasp the nature of the self, then it isn’t enough just to study 

academically.  Thinking isn’t enough.  You have to actually enter practice and manifest the wisdom 

that clearly knows the nature of the fundamental functions of plus and minus.  As I just said, that 

kind of study has traditionally been called dharshana, and that is where we are coming from in 

Tathagata Zen. 
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It really shouldn’t be necessary for me to speak again about the foundation of the teaching 

of Tathagata Zen, because I have spoken about it so many times before, I simply want to remind 

you because it comes up in the first sentence of this koan, that if want to know the cardinal principal 

of the Buddha Dharma, then you have to manifest the wisdom for yourselves that clearly knows 

the activity of Buddha Dharma.  So as I was telling you, within the transmission of the tradition of 

Tathagata Zen, we say that when the Buddha began his teaching, he named the activity that forms 

all of us and this world that we live in, the activity of the Tataagata or Suchness, you could translate 

it.  And later he changed the way he named that activity and called it the Dharma activity.  The 

activity of the Tata-agata is the activities of tata-gata and tata-agata working together.  And tata-

gata is the plus, expanding activity and tata-agata is the minus, contracting activity.  (tape change) 

 

Those two activities are opposing activities and so there will be times where they are in 

opposition to each other.  However, although there are these times of opposition, as we all know 

from our own experiences, there are also times when the two opposing activities meet each other.  

For example, the activity that forms man and the activity that forms woman, those are opposing 

activities.  Men and women are clearly opposite from each other.  But everybody knows that if 

men and women didn’t sometimes meet each other, the human world simply would never appear.  

Without fail, they do meet. 

 

Buddhism asks all of you, “Can’t you see, just from your own experience, just from 

knowing about men and women, that the Dharma activity is comprised of these two opposing 

activities and sometimes they are separate from each other and sometimes they are meeting each 

other. Buddhism asks, isn’t it true, that when we meet each other that both parties will 

simultaneously ask the other, “Where have you come from?”  How do you answer?   Both plus 

and minus will forthrightly answer, “I’ve come from my origin?”  There really isn’t any other 

correct answer besides that answer.   

 

Plus and minus might quite frankly answer, “I really don’t know what my origin is, but I 
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know that I’ve come from my origin.  I have to have an origin.”  They both think that they have 

an origin and so can answer in that way.  Buddhism further questions you and says after plus and 

minus meet that undoubtedly plus and minus will break through that meeting, and then they will 

be headed in opposite directions.  But, where are they going?  Where are they headed to in order 

to settle down?  Where will they end up settling down?  

 

 Tathagata Zen says that the place that plus is now working in is the world that minus had 

been walking through.  And the place that minus is now walking in is the world that plus had been 

walking in.  And doing this activity of experiencing each other’s world, in the end, they will arrive 

at the origin of the other.  Plus and minus arrive at each other’s origins, and we can describe this 

as experiencing each other’s origins.  Now when it comes to this word “experience” in Japanese, 

there traditionally was a word, “ti toku,” and that was a word that we used when I was young and 

practicing.  This modern word, “kay ken” that was adopted from western, Greek philosophy, but 

wasn’t used much in the old days.  And “ti toku” means to catch or obtain.  I suppose this just 

becomes a linguistic investigation.  But just to remember back to when I first entered the temple 

and was a young monk, the word that my teacher used when teaching me, was “ti toku”, to catch 

the experience.  It wasn’t until later that people started using “kay ken”, this more modern word. 

 

When plus completely catches the experience of minus for himself, that means that he has 

arrived at the source of minus.  And here, at least temporarily, he has to stop doing plus.  So does 

he really stop moving or not?  Well, maybe he stops for a very small amount of time, but then, at 

once, he is moving again, and he turns around and now is looking back at his own origin.  Turning 

around and looking back at what we could say, his past, what do you think happens?   He finds 

himself in the situation of seeing himself.  Why does it come to pass that the self is seeing the self? 

 

As I have been teaching you, over and over again, when plus and minus met and broke 

through that meeting, it was because they gave of themselves, that they were able to break through 

each other.  They both gave one hundred millionth of themselves and through that giving, they 
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break through each other.  This is how the activity of  you, breaks through the body which is you. 

As I have been telling you so many times before, that it is through plus and minus giving one 

hundred millionth of themselves, that they can break through each other and it is through breaking 

through each other, that they come to arrive at the origin of the other. 

 

  When those one hundred millionth portions of plus and minus which are given by the 

activities of plus and minus come together, of course that is zero.  That is the complete state.  The 

Dharma activity is always brings into being the world of Dharma, the Dharma world.  And when 

the one hundred millionth of plus and minus come together to manifest this zero, that zero is 

manifest right in the Dharma world.  In Buddhism we call the complete, perfect Dharma world, 

the Great Cosmos, itself.  It is the great absolute space.  And right in that Great Cosmos, that great 

Dharma world, the imperfect zero, comprised of one hundred millionth of both plus and minus is 

manifest.  This is the Dharma child.  This is when the Dharma activity manifest itself as the Dharma 

child.  One way that Tathagata Zen teaches about this is to say that when plus and minus have 

arrived at each others origins and they turn around and look back towards their own origins, they 

see their child, plus sees his child and simultaneously minus is seeing her child.  The Dharma 

activity is acting without will and so in the beginning, we say that will-lessly, the Dharma activity 

manifests “self seeing self.” 

 

 When you see your child, isn’t that the happiest thing?  However, because plus is seeing 

his child, he can’t see back to his origin.  Minus also is unable to see her own origin.  You can’t 

really understand this without firmly sitting zazen and catching the experience of it for yourself.  

When you find yourself in the position of seeing your child then there is nothing left to do but to 

make relationship with that child.  And, in order to do that, the plus has to take the form of minus.  

He has to disguise himself as the minus activity and now through doing minus, he comes to meet 

the child that he previously birthed.  And minus, likewise, must take the form of plus. And now 

doing plus, she meets her child. You have to really appeal to your own zazen to really understand 

this.  Don’t let this senile old Roshi make a fool of you!  Open your eyes up widely when you’re 
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listening to this teshio.  

 

Plus who has now transformed into minus, incarnated perhaps we can say into minus, 

makes complete relationship with the child and through that he is returned to his original, complete 

condition and in that complete condition, he arrives back at his source.  In the same way, minus 

ends up returning to her origin. From having experienced it clearly, the teachers in Tathagata Zen 

say that it is only here, that the wisdom is manifest for both plus and minus, that no matter what 

situation they are in, they are always doing the activity of holding their one shared home together.  

If you understand this, then you should be able to understand what kind of activity the Dharma 

activity, the activity that brings into being this place that we all live in, what kind of an activity 

that Dharma activity does when it manifests a new condition of the origin.   

 

When the Dharma activity acts to manifest a new self, to manifest a new place, first it 

breaks open the condition of the Origin and manifests the separation of plus and minus.  Then it 

again manifests the unification of plus and minus, and when plus and minus totally unify again, 

that is the new condition of the Origin.  When plus and minus are completely one, that is the origin 

of the self, that is the one and only true reality.  Then the Dharma activity will manifest the 

separation of guest and host, the separation of object and subject, the separation of plus and minus.  

And there is a by-product of that activity of the separation of guest and host, and that by-product 

is the "I am" self.  The "I am" self appears in between the host and the guest.   

 

Inevitably, the Dharma activity does develop into manifesting the situation of the 

separation of subject and object, minus and plus.  But, just as undoubtedly, it will again unify plus 

and minus, object and subject.  When we look back again at the situation of plus and minus meeting 

their child and we observe it carefully, then we see that plus takes up the plus part of that child and 

becomes the perfect plus.  And minus takes back the minus part of that child and becomes the 

perfect minus.  That activity of plus and minus taking back their portions of the child, is the activity 

of the unification of subject and object.  And through that is how a new perfect Dharma activity, a 
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new state of the unification of guest and host is manifest.   

 

The Dharma activity is always acting to make a new origin from the previous origin and 

this process always includes the separation of guest and host, and then the unification of guest and 

host.  And when guest and host unify again, then that is when the new condition of the origin is 

manifest.  This process of one perfect Dharma world becoming a brand new perfect Dharma world, 

one condition of the origin, state of the Source becoming a new state of the Source, can be seen as 

four distinct manifestations, through this process of the unification and then separation of subject 

and object.   

 

Although Rinzai is always shouting, Kaatz! , he takes the initiative and explains it to us and 

says really, there are four aspects of this shout.  There is no Dharma activity apart from these four 

activities.  There is no cardinal principal of Buddha Dharma, no essence of Buddha Dharma, other 

than these four activities.  I could talk to another fifteen minutes, but in just fifteen minutes I 

couldn’t get to the end of the teshio on the part that we read today, so I should just stop now.   

 

終 

The end 

 

 


